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DIFFERENTIABILITY OF SOLUTIONS TO HYPERBOLIC INITIAL-
BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS
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JEFFREY B. RAUCH(l) AND FRANK J. MASSEY 111(2)

ABSTRACT. This paper establishes conditions for the differentiability of solutions to

mixed problems for first order hyperbolic systems of the form (3/3» — 2 Aja/dxj — B)u

= F on [0, r] X ß, Mu - g on [0,7"] x 3Í2, u(0, x) - f(x), x e Q. Assuming that X1 a
priori inequalities are known for this equation, it is shown that if F e H'([0, T] x Q),

g e H'*l'2([0, T] X 3ñ),/ e H'(Q) satisfy the natural compatibility conditions associated

with this equation, then the solution is of class C from [0, T] to H'~f(Q), 0 < p < s. These

results are applied to mixed problems with distribution initial data and to quasi-linear

mixed problems.

1. Introduction. This paper studies the differentiability of solutions to the

following mixed problem for first order hyperbolic systems.

Lu = F   in [0, T] X fi,       Mu = g   in [0, T] X 9fi,
(1.1)

u(0,x) =f(x)   forx e fi.

The methods can also be applied to hyperbolic equations of higher order.

Applications are given to mixed problems with distribution initial data and to

quasilinear mixed problems.

Here Lu = 3, h - Gu with

m

Gu = 2 Aj(t,x)dju + B(t,x)u.
/-l

The Aj and B are smooth, complex k X k matrix-valued functions defined on

R X fi, and they are constant outside a compact subset of R X fi. The solution

u(t, x) is a vector-valued function with k components, fi is an open subset of Rm

with smooth, compact boundary 3fi such that fi lies on one side of 3fi. Here

3y = d/dxj and 3, = 3/3». The boundary matrix, A„ = 2 tyAj, is assumed to be

nonsingular on R X 3fi (n = («,,.. .,nm) is the exterior unit normal to 3fi).
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M(t, x) is a smooth Ixk matrix-valued function defined on A X 3ß. M is of rank

/ everywhere and constant for |/| large.

It is assumed that there exist constants C and ß such that

(1.2) IkOllo < Ce^-KMsiWa + IM^xs),

(13) HiMIIb < Ce-n-OiWvit)^ + \\L*v\\Sil]yü),

-oo < 5 < t < oo, for all u, v E C^}(R X ß) such that Mu = 0, M*v = 0 on

Ax3ß.
Here L*, the formal adjoint of L, is defined by L*v = —d,v — G*v, with

G*v = - 2 djA*v + B*v. A*(t,x) is the conjugate transpose of the matrix

Aj(t,x) and similarly for B*. The kernel of M(t,x) is the boundary subspace and

is denoted by N(t,x). The adjoint boundary subspace is N* = (^„[Af])1. We let

M*(t,x), the adjoint boundary operator, be any smooth (k-l)xk matrix-

valued function on R X 3ß which is constant for |/| large and whose kernel is N*.

If V C Rm, then C^(V) is the space of functions on V which are the

restrictions to V of functions in C™(Rm). -C2(V) is the space of functions

u = (ux,... ,uk) which are square integrable with respect to the Lebesgue

measure on V (surface measure on V, if F is a hypersurface). The norm and inner

product in jC2(V) are denoted by \\-\\v and (•, -)v. HS(V) is the usual Sobolev

space of functions on F whose derivatives of order up to s lie in J12(V); its norm

is denoted by IHI,,^.
If m = u(t,x) is a function of t and x, then, for fixed t, u(t) is the function of x

obtained by freezing t; u(t)(x) = u(t,x). Similarly, if G is a differential operator,

as above, which has only x derivatives, then G(t) is the operator with / frozen

which acts on functions f(x) of x alone; G(t)f = 2 Aj(t)djf + 5(f)/

Remark 1.1. The a priori inequalities (1.2) and (1.3) hold for a variety of

hyperbolic mixed problems, for example, the symmetric hyperbolic problems

studied by Friedrichs, Lax and Phillips [1], [6], the strictly hyperbolic problems

studied by Kreiss and Rauch [5], [8], and the symmetrizable problems studied by

Ikawa [3].

Remark 1.2. In case the Aj, B, and M do not depend on t, let <B be the operator

in -£2(ü) with domain

2>(^) = {m G C^iß): Mu = 0 on 3ß),

and defined by <sju = 2 AjdjU + Bu,u E 2i(g?). The inequalities (1.2) and (1.3)

hold if and only if <3, the closure of <$ in J?2(tl), is the generator of a Co-

semigroup in -¿^(ß).

Remark 13. The above hypotheses on A¡, B, ß and M may be weakened

somewhat; see §4.

In general, the assumption that/, Fand g are smooth is not sufficient to insure

that the solution of (1.1) is smooth. For example, the mixed problem
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Lu = 3,h + 3,h = 0,       x > 0, t > 0,

h(»,0) = 0,   t > 0,       u(0,x) = f(x),   x > 0,

has solution u which is given by h(», x) = /(.* - ») for x > t and h(», x) = 0 for

0 < x < ». If /(0) # 0, the solution is discontinuous along the line t — x. This

difficulty is due to the fact that the initial conditions u = f at » = 0 and

boundary conditions u = 0 for x = 0 are incompatible at the point / = x = 0.

However, if / is continuous and vanishes at x = 0, then the solution will be

continuous. The higher order compatibility conditions/(-"(0) = 0 imply conti-

nuity of higher order derivatives of u.

The appropriate compatibility conditions on the data F, g and/in (1.1) which

are necessary to insure that the solution u is 5 times differentiable may be

obtained as follows. Suppose, for 0 < p < s, df u is continuous on [0, T] to

H*~P(Q). Since the surface t = 0 is noncharacteristic, the classical computation

of the Cauchy-Kowalewsky theorem shows that (d,pu)(0) = fp, where fp is

determined from / and F by f0 = f and

(1.4) fp = 2 (p 7 ' )g,(0)/p_1-, + Or1 F)(0),

1 <p<s, with G0 = G and (?, = 2> (3M,)3, + (3|£) = [3<>G,-,]> » > I.
The restriction of u to [0, T] X 3fi is of class Cp from [0, T] to //^'(Sß) for

p < s - 1. Thus S/'Mh = S/'s on [0, T] X 3fi for p < s - 1. Application of

Leibniz' rule to compute this derivative yields the compatibility condition

(1.5) ¿ (í)(3¡M)(0)¿_( = 3,'g(0)   on 3fi for 0 < p < s - 1.

That the data F, g and/satisfy (1.5) is therefore a necessary condition for the

solution h of (1.1) to be of class C on [0,7"] to HS~"(Q) for 0 < p < s. It will be

shown that this is also a sufficient condition; see Theorem 3.1 and §4. In §4 we

also indicate how these results may be extended to higher order equations (for

example, the mixed problems studied by Sakamoto [10]).

In §5 these results are used to treat mixed problems with distribution initial

data by means of a duality argument. A similar method was employed previously

by Rauch and Taylor [9].

§6 contains an application to quasilinear mixed problems. Using the differen-

tiability results for the linear case, one may construct solutions to quasilinear

equations using an iterative technique.

In §7 it is shown that differentiability assumptions on u weaker than the above

still imply the compatibility conditions (1.5) are satisfied.

The authors wish to thank T. Kato, P. D. Lax, L. Nirenberg, Y. Ohya, R. S.

Phillips and M. Taylor for their advice and encouragement in this work.
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2. Preliminaries. If A is a Banach space and / C R is an interval, then C'(I; X)

is the space of i times continuously differentiable functions on / with values in X.

If m G C'([0, T]\ H'-r(Q)), 0 < r < s, and 0 < t < T, then we define

(2-1) III«« = 2 \Wu(t)\\lj,a.
j"0

When the boundary conditions in (1.1) are homogeneous we use the following

notion of a strong solution. Given F E -C2([0, T] X ß), / G -£2(Q), a function

m G -£2([0, T] X ß) is a strong solution to

Lu = F   on [0, r]x8,       Mu = 0   on [0, T] X 3ß,
(2.2)

m(0) = /  on ß,

if there exists a sequence {m„) C C(ô)([0, T] X ß) with u„ -* u, Lu„ -» F in

j:2([0, T] X ß), Mu„ = 0 on [0, F] X 3ß, and un(0) -»/in £2(ti).

Proposition 2.1. For eacA F G ^([O, F] X ß),/ G -¿2(Œ), there exists a unique

strong solution to (2.2) which belongs to C([0, T\; £2(Q,)) and satisfies

(23) \\u(t)h < CefiWfh + ||FJt0,,]xö),

0 <t < T, with Candßas in (1.2).

Proof. If m is a solution to (2.2) there is an approximating sequence u„

E C(o)([0, r]xfl) with the properties above. Applying (1.2) to u„ - um, we see

that \u„] converges (to m) in C([0, T];j02(2)) and (2.3) holds.

To prove existence, we may reduce to the case where/ G Co°(ß) by approxi-

mating the general/ G £2(Q) by/„ G C0°°(ß) with/ -»/in X2(ü). If u„ is the

solution of (2.2) with / replaced by /, then, by applying (2.3) to u„ — um, we may

conclude that [un] converges in C([0, T]; ^2(ß)), say mb -* u. This u is the desired

solution to (2.2).

Assuming / G Co°(ß), we may reduce to the case where / = 0 by letting

v(x, t) = u(x, t) — f(x). The equation (2.2) for u is equivalent to the equation

Lv = F - Gf, Mv = 0, i/(0) = 0, which has the same form as (2.2) except/ = 0.

Once / = 0, a strong solution of (2.2) may be obtained using a standard

argument; see, for example, Lax and Phillips [6].   □

3. The differentiability theorem when the boundary conditions are homogeneous.

Theorem 3.1. Let f E /7'(ß), F G H'([0, T] x ß), and let fp be defined from f

and F by (1.4). A necessary and sufficient condition that the solution u of (2.2) belong

to Cr([0,T];H'~r(Q)) for 0 < r < s is that the compatibility conditions (1.5) be

satisfied with g = 0. In this case there exists a constant Cs, independent of F andf,

such that

(3.1) IlkOIIU < Qdl/IU + llFlLjo,,,^ + |||F(o)||U,0)
for 0 < t < T.
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Remark 3.1. Note that for t > 8 > 0, the last term on the right side of (3.1)

may be estimated by the second term.

Example. Suppose, as in Remark 1.2, the A¡, B and M are independent of t. If

F = 0, g = 0, then the compatibility conditions (1.5) take the simple form

/ E 2>(án n H'(Q), that is, / <E HS(Q) and <3pf(x) E N(x), x E 3fi, 0 < p

< s — 1. Theorem 3.1 implies that ^(W) l~i Hs(&) is admissible (as defined by

Kato [4, Definition 2.1]) with respect to <S, i.e. the semigroup generated by ^

leaves UM.^*) D //'(fi) invariant and forms a C0-semigroup in this space. Here

<£>(W) n Z/J(fi) is viewed as a Hubert space with the norm of //'(fi).

Proof of Theorem 3.1. The necessity part of the theorem was established in §1;

it remains to prove the sufficiency part of the theorem and the inequality (3.1).

We isolate the technical details of the proof into the following four lemmas.

Lemma 3.1. Letf E //2,+3(fi), F E H2s+3([0, T] X fi), and suppose the compat-

ibility conditions (1.5) are satisfied with g = Onot only for 0 < p < s — \, but also

for p = s, s + 1 (where f, fs+x are defined by (1.4) with p = s, s + 1). Then there

exists w E Hs+2([0, T] X fi) such that Mw = 0 on [0, T] X 3fi, w(0) = /, and

dp(Lw - F)(0) = Ofor 0 < p < s.

Lemma 3.2. Suppose u E //,+l([0, T] X fi) satisfies (2.2). Then the inequality

(3.1) holds.

Lemma 33. // the data f F satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 and r > s + 2,

ítk?t! there exist sequences {/„} C //'(fi), {Fn) C Hr([0, T] X fi) with f„-*f in

//'(fi), Fn-+ F in H'([0, T] X fi) and such that fn, Fn satisfy the compatibility

conditions (1.5) with g = 0for0<p<s+l and each n.

Lemma 3.4. /// = 0, F E H*([0, T] X fi) and 3/F(0) = Ofor 0 < j < s - 1,
»T»fTi the solution of (2.2) lies in Hs([0, T] X Q).

Assuming for the moment that these lemmas are true, we complete the proof

of Theorem 3.1.

Suppose/, F satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1. We claim the solution u of

(2.2) belongs to Hs^([0,T] X fi) (hence u E Cr([0,T];H*-r(Q)), 0 < r < s)

and the inequality (3.1) holds. To see this, let v = u - w, where w satisfies the

conclusions of Lemma 3.1. Then v is a strong solution to Lv = F — Lw, Mv = 0,

v(0) = 0. We have F - Lw E Hs+X([0, T] X fi) and 3/(F - Lw)(0) = 0, 0 <j

< s. It follows from Lemma 3.4 that v belongs to H,+x([0, T] x fi). Therefore u

does also, and it follows immediately from Lemma 3.2 that the inequality (3.1)

holds.

Now suppose/, Fare general data satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1,

and let {/,}, {F„} be sequences which satisfy the conclusions of Lemma 3.3. If i»,

is the solution to (2.2) corresponding to the data f„, Fn, then inequality (3.1)

applied to h„ - um shows that the sequence {n,} converges in C([0, T]\ n""'(Q)),

0 < r < s. Since u„ ̂  u in ^2([0, T] X fi), u belongs to C([0, r];i¥,_''(Q)),

0 < r < s.   D
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Proof of Lemma 3.1. We make a change of dependent variables, v = ru, where

r(t, x) is a smooth, invertible kx k matrix-valued function on [0, T] X ß which

maps N(t,x) onto N(0,x) for (t,x) E [0, T] X 3ß. Such an r may be constructed

using, for example, the method in [7] (see the proof of Theorem 3). It is not hard

to show that v = ru is a strong solution to At/ = E, Pv = 0, v(0) = g, where

A = rLr~x, E = rF, P = Mr"1, and g = r(0)/

The definition (1.4) of thefp is such that

uck - 2 (f/P\)fp

is an approximate (Cauchy-Kowalewsky) solution of the problem Lm = F,

m(0) = /, in the sense that df(Luck - F)(0) = 0 on ß for/» < s, and m^(0) = /.

Let vck = 2/i'o (tp/px-)gp be the corresponding approximate solution of the

transformed problem Kv = E, v(0) = g. One easily sees that r~xvck is another

approximate solution to the original problem. Hence uck is the Taylor expansion

of r~xvck up to order s + 1 at t = 0.

The compatibility conditions on F and /assert that df(Muck)(0) = 0 on 3ß for

p < s + 1. Therefore df(Mr~xvck)(0) = 0 on 3ß for /» < s + 1. Now, since

ker((Mr-x)(t,x)) = ker(M(0,x)) = N(0,x), we have

M(x,0) = S(t,x)(Mr'x)(t,x)

for x E 3ß, where 5 is a smooth / X / matrix-valued function defined on

[0, T] x 3ß. It follows that df(M(0,x)vck)(0) = 0 on 3ß for /» < i + 1. In other

words, gp G N(0,x) on 3ß for /» < s + 1.

One can verify without difficulty that w = r~*vck satisfies the requirements of

Lemma 3.1.    □

Proof of Lemma 3.2. Using localization, we reduce to the case where M is

constant and the relevant portion of the boundary of ß is contained in a

hyperplane. Then the tangential derivatives of u are easily estimated since they

satisfy mixed problems obtained by differentiation of the original equation

Lm = F The normal derivative of u is estimated by expressing it in terms of the

other derivatives of u using the equation Lu = F and the fact that the boundary

matrix is nonsingular. Since the methods are standard, we are quite brief here. In

particular, the reader is referred to Ikawa [3, cf. Theorem 1 and Proposition 2.11].

Since |||m(0)|||JiS2 < const(||M(0)IU + |||F(0)|IL,B), it suffices to prove

(3-2)       |||m(0IIL2,0 < coast(||M0)|tlÍa + ||L«luW,),      0 < t < T.

Using a partition of unity and changes of the dependent variables and the

independent x variables, we may reduce to the case where ß = {x E Rm: xm

> 0, |jc| < 1}, the support of u is contained in [x E ß: |x| < \), and the

boundary conditions  take  the form  Mu = 0 on [0, F] X T,  where  T = [x
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E Rm : xm = 0, | jc| < 1} and M is constant, independent of x and t (cf. Ikawa [3,

pp. 449-452]). Furthermore, Am (which is now the boundary matrix) is nonsingu-

lar in [0, F] x fi.

Since M is constant, we have M 3, h = M 3, h = 0 on [0, T]xT, 1 <j

< m — 1. Substituting 3, h, 3, h into (3.2) with i replaced by i - 1 (we are using

induction on s), we obtain

(3.3)        |||3,H(»)|||2_,,a < const(|||«(0)|||2a + ||LH||2[Mxß + ||h||2JOi/Ix8),

and similarly for dju, 1 <j < m - 1.

Since A„ is nonsingular, we may express 3mH in terms of Lh, h, 3,h, and 3,h,

1 < / < m - 1 (cf. [3, Equation (2.33)]). Using this and (3.3), we obtain an

inequality of the form (3.3) with 3, h replaced by 3mn. Combining these

inequalities, we see that |||H(»)|||2ia is dominated by the right side of (3.3). Noting

that llHll^jxa = Jo ll|H(T-)|||2ai/r, we obtain (3.2) by an application of Gronwall's
inequality.   D

Proof of Lemma 3.3. It suffices to prove this lemma in a weaker form where the

sequences {/,}, {Fn} satisfy all the conditions of the lemma except (1.5) for

p = s + 1. Having done this, one can first approximate / and F by sequences

{/,}, {Fa} satisfying (1.5) for 0 < p < 5 and then approximate the /,, F„ by

sequences satisfying (1.5) for 0 < p < s + 1.

By making the same change of variables used in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we

may reduce to the case where the boundary operator M is independent of ». Then

(1.5) becomes Mfp = 0 on 3fi for 0 < p < s — 1, and we must approximate/and

F by sequences {/,}, {F„} satisfying Mf„ p = 0 on 3fi for 0 < p < s.

One sees that the definition (1.4) can be written as fp — Bpf + EpF, where

Bpf = Gp(0)f + terms of the form fj,,(0) • • • G\(0)/,

with q < p — 1, and

EpF = sum of terms of the form G^O) • • • Ciç(0)3"F(0),

with q + o < p — 1.

Now choose {F„} C Hr+S([0, T] X fi), {gn} C Hr+'(Q) with Fn -► F in

/75([0, T] X fi), g„ -*fin //'(fi), and write the desired sequence{X) asf„ = g„- h„,

where h„ E //'(fi) must be chosen so that h„ -* 0 in //'(fi) and MBph„ =

M(Bpg„ + EPF„) on 3fi for 0 < p < s. Let 7T» be the inverse of M(x)

when it is restricted to the orthogonal complement of the kernel of M(x). Then

it suffices to solve the equation Bphn = apn on 3fi for 0 < p < s, where

a„ = TM(Bpg„ + E,F„).

The operator Bp has the form

Bpf=Apd?f+ 2 C^VJ,
.=o
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where 3,/ is the normal derivative of / on 3ß and CPtP-, is an operator of order

/» - /' which only involves derivatives tangential to 3ß. Thus the equation

Bphn = apjt can be written as df h„ = bpjl, where

bp„ = A-r\apj, - 2 C^b»).

We see that bp¡n G /Y'+I-^'/2(3ß) for 0 < p < s, and bp„ -» 0 in //J-A-»/2(3ß)

only for 0 < /» < j - 1.

At this point we need the following results about the trace. Let R+

= {x E Rm: xm > 0} and A?"1 = [x E Rm: xm = 0). For q > 0 there is a

continuous linear operator

q-\
<#: TI H^-X'2(RTX) -* H"(R^),

with 3¿„c/?(a0,.. .,aq-X) \Xm^0 = a}. For 5 < <7, consider the operator <£ defined

by

*£(a0, . ..,<*,_,) = <=f?(a0,...,a^x,0,...,0).

The operator *R can be chosen so that S extends to a continuous operator from

Tlj=o H'-'-V^R?-1) to H'(R?). For example the operator in the proof of

Theorem 2.5.7 of [2] has this property.

Using a partition of unity for ß and local coordinate changes we can construct

a continuous linear operator R: n/=o H<-J-V2idQ) -* H<(Q) with dJ,R(a0,...,

aq-\) laa = Qj and such that the operator 5 analogous to <£ is continuous from

YlpQ H*-J-V2(dQ) to /7J(ß).

Using this operator 5 with q = r + s, let v„ E Hr+S(Q) be given by vn

= S(b0„,... ,ftH,). Then v„ -* 0 in /Y'(ß) and dfv„ = bp„ for 0 < /» < s - 1.
We write A„ = t/, + w„ where tvB G //'(ß) must be chosen so that wn -* 0 in

/7J(ß), 3>„ = 0 for 0 < p < s - 1, and 3>„ = *„ - o',v„ = c».

To find such a sequence {w„}, we may reduce to the case where ß = R+ by

using a partition of unity for ß and local coordinate changes.

Let 4(f) = (s\)~xt'<f>(nt), where </> G Co°°(A) with <b(t) = 1 f or t near 0. Then

#)(0) = 0 for / < s - 1 and ^(0) = 1. Also, ||4lU,«) < const n^2. By

repeating the c„, we may assume ||cj|, < const n1/4. Then the desired w„ are given

by w„(x) = h(xm)cn(xx,... ,xm_x).   D

Proof of Lemma 3.4. We first show that if a > max (4)8,0) then

(3.4) ||M|U<2'/îCa-'||(L + a)M|U

for all m G C(Ô)(A X ß) such that Mu = 0 on R X 3ß (with C as in (1.2)).

Examining the proof of Proposition 2.1, one sees that the same argument

shows that if —oo <$</< oo, / G -£2(ß) there is a strong solution u

E C([s, t]; -C2(ü)) to Lm = 0 on [s, t] X ß, Mu = 0 on [s, t] X 3ß, u(s) = /on ß.
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Let U(t,s)f = u(t), where u is the solution to this equation. We have ||i/(/,5)||

< Ce-A'-') when U(t,s) is considered as a bounded operator on -/^(fi).

To prove (3.4), let F = (L + a)u and suppose the support of u is contained in

(a,T)xfi. Then

h(j) = e~" f'earU(s,r)F(r)dr,
Jo

\\u(s)\\a < Ce"*-«)' (' eW2-*>e''i\\F(r)\ixadr.
Jo

Application of the Schwarz inequality yields

ll«C*)IÊ < C2(a - 2/?rV<"// \\F(r)\le'dr.

We integrate this from a to t and interchange the order of integration to get

INIIxB<C2(a-2/3)-,a-'||/'|||x0.

This proves (3.4) since a - 2ß > a/2 for a > 4ß.

It follows from (3.4) that if a > max(4,5,0) and F E J!2(R X fi) then there is

a strong solution w of

(3.5) (L + a)w = F   on R X fi,       Mw> = 0   on /? X 3fi,

which satisfies (3.4).

The results of Tartakoff [11, Theorem 1] together with (3.4) imply that, given

any integer j > 0, there is an a, such that if a > a, and F E H'(R X fi), then

the solution w of (3.5) also lies in //'(/? X fi). It should be noted that the

hypotheses on fi in Theorem 1 of [11] can be weakened to allow for domains of

the form R X fi, where fi has a smooth, compact boundary.

To prove the lemma, we note that the hypotheses on F imply that there exists

F' E H'(R X fi) which is an extension of F to R X fi such that F'(t) = 0 for

t < 0. Let a > a, and let w be the solution of (3.5) with F replaced by e~a'F'.

Since w E H'(Rxü), it remains to show u = e"'w in [0, T] X fi. Since the

solution to (2.2) is unique, it suffices to show e"w is such a solution (with/ = 0).

There exists {wn) C C^(R X fi) with wn ->w,(L + a)w„ -> e~mF' in X2(R X fi)

and Mw„ = 0 on R X 3Q. Applying the inequality (1.2) to euw„, we see that

w»(0) -* 0 in -¿"2(fi). By considering the sequence u„ = e"'w„, we see that e""»v

(when restricted to [0, T] X fi) is a strong solution to (2.2).   D

4. Extensions.

1. Inhomogeneous boundary conditions. When g # 0 the equation (1.1) can be

reduced to (2.2) using a standard technique.

Proposition 5.1. LetfE //'(fi), F E //'([0, T] X fi), g e H>+V2([0, T] X 3fi).

77i<?7» the solution u of (1.1) belongs to C([0, T]; //'"'(fi)), 0 < r < s, if (and only

if) (1.5) holds.
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Proof. There exists v E H'+x([0, T] x ß) such that Mv = g on [0, F] X 3ß. If

F' = F - Lv and/' = /- v(0), then one can show that F' and/' satisfy (1.5)

with g = 0. Let w be the solution to (2.2) with F and /replaced by F' and/'. By

Theorem 3.1 w belongs to C([0, F]; /T"r(ß)), 0 < r < s. Since u = v + w, u

also has these properties.   D

It is possible to reduce the assumptions on g in this proposition to g

E Hs([0, T] X 3ß) provided one can strengthen the inequality (1.2) to

(4.1) ||m(/)|!q < C^'-)(||M(5)|b + ||LmHw]xQ + \\Mu\l,]xSa),

—oo <j<f< oc,m G C(Ô)(A X ß). The justification of this requires a number

of modifications in the proof of Theorem 3.1 and is omitted.

Rauch [8] has shown that the inequality (4.1) holds for the class of mixed

problems formulated by Kreiss [5]. In addition, for these problems (4.1) may be

strengthened by adding the term HmI^^o to the left side. This implies that in the

above proposition one may also conclude that the restriction of u to [0, F] X 3ß

lies in Hs([0, T] x 3ß).

2. Higher order problems. Our techniques can also be applied to mixed

problems for higher order systems provided the appropriate -C2 estimates are

known. In particular, sharp differentiability theorems can be obtained for the

mixed problems of Sakamoto [10]. In these problems, as with Kreiss's problems,

the boundary conditions are inhomogeneous and the boundary values of the

solution can be estimated. For first order systems one starts with square

integrability as a continuable initial condition and proceeds to prove that

"satisfies compatibility conditions up to order s" is continuable. For Sakamoto's

problems, on the other hand, the differentiability theorems yield the first

continuable conditions, i.e. satisfies compatibility conditions up to order s with

s + 1 greater thart or equal to the order of the equation.

3. Assumptions on Aj, B, M and ß. The assumption that the A¡, B and M are

constant outside a compact set can be removed by one of two devices. One can

work locally relying on finite speed of propagation and get differentiability

theorems in the spaces HXo(.. Alternatively, one can assume that the AJt B and M

and their derivatives up to a certain order are uniformly bounded on R X ß and

R X 3ß and then carry out the proof as before.

There are many situations in which 3ß is not compact but the methods of §3

still work, for example if ß is a half space or a cylinder Ox Rm with <D compact.

More generally, the results extend to the case where ß can be covered by a finite

number of coordinate patches and the patches do not grow narrow as one

approaches infinity. The situation is further complicated if the A¡ are not constant

outside a compact set. In that case one must also assume that 3ß is uniformly

noncharacteristic in the sense that, on the patches which meet 3ß, A„ is invertible

with \\An\\ and \\A~X || bounded. Of course one can work locally avoiding these

global problems.
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Theorem 3.1 is true as stated if the A¡, B and M are only defined for

0 < t < T. The proof proceeds as before except for Lemma 3.4 which cannot be

reduced to the results of Tartakoff but must be proven directly.

5. Application to distribution initial data. In this section we discuss the solution

of the mixed problem

(5 1)       Lu = 0 in [0, T] X fi,       u E N in [0, T] X 3fi,       h(0) = $

with distribution initial data 4». In addition to the assumptions already in force

we suppose that the mixed problems L, N and L*, N* (the latter with time

running backward) have finite speed of propagation.

Definition 5.1. The mixed problem (5.1) is said to have finite speed of

propagation if there is a number o such that, for $ E -C2(ü), the solution u of

(5.1) satisfies

supp h C {(t,x) E [0, T] X fi: (3 x E supp $) \x - x\ < ot).

It is tempting to prescribe <í> e <&'(ü) and to construct a solution by choosing

$„ E 2i(fi) with i>„ -* d> in 2y(fi) hoping that the solutions with data $„ will

converge in a weak sense. Unfortunately, they may not, or they may converge to

the "wrong" solution.

Example. Let fi = {x E R: x > 0}, L = 3, + dx, N = {0} C C. As in the

example in §1, the solution with h(0) = $£ 2i(fi) is given by u(t) = t,<!> where

t, is translation to the right by t units. If d> is the distribution defined by the

function ex/x then the above limiting procedure will lead to a "solution" whose

value at » = 1 is a distribution T with T = 0 on (0,1) and T — t?1/!*-» on (l,oo).

No such distribution exists. For the initial data <& = 0 the correct solution is

h s 0. However for $ E !à(fi) with / O = 1, e_1 ®(x/e) -* 0 in £>'(fi) while the

corresponding solutions ue(t) have linv.oHeW = 8, (the unit mass at x = t). This

"solution" is the correct one for h(0) = 80 which is an extension of the zero

distribution to 0.

The source of difficulty in the above examples is that it is not enough to specify

the behavior of 0 in the interior of fi. Some information must be known about

its boundary behavior.

We will use the following notation. For a topological vector space E and its

dual £", <, > denotes the natural pairing £" X E -* C. If £ or £' is a set of

functions on V we sometimes write <, \ to emphasize this fact. Smooth functions

yield linear functionals via the £2 scalar product. For example, to yp E Cfi^V)

we associate the distribution !à(K) 3 tj> i-» (<b,yp)y. For F E 2i((0, T) X fi) let vF

be the solution of L*vF = F in [0, T] X fi, vF(T) = 0, and vF E N* on [0, T]

X3fi.

If h is a classical solution of (5.1) then («, F)[0,r]xa = ("(0).ff(0))o. Therefore,

it is reasonable to say that u E !£>'((0, T) X fi) is a solution of (5.1) if
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(5.2) <m,F>(or)xß - <*,vP(0)>   for all F G 2<(0, F) X ß).

The difficulty here is that vF(0) may not be a test function, in which case the

right-hand side of (5.2) may not be meaningful for every $ G £>'(ß). However,

vF(0) is severely restricted at 3ß for it satisfies all the compatibility conditions

associated with the adjoint problem. The desired restriction on m(0) = <& at 3ß

is that $ act continuously on functions satisfying these compatibility conditions.

In order to make this precise we make the following definitions. For /

G //*(ß)let/0* =/and

where Gj = G* and Gf = [-3,, G,?,]. We say that / satisfies the adjoint

compatibility conditions up to order s at time t if (compare (1.5))

(53) 2 (^)(9;A/*)(/)/^ = 0   on 3ß, 0 < /» < j - 1.

Let D(={$ E C(o)(ß): <í> satisfies (5.3) for t = 0 and all s), and let D(N

= {<p G 3(: <p = 0 for \x\ > N). 3(N is naturally a Fréchet space (it is a closed

subspace of C°°(fl)), and D( = UJv-i-^Gv is given the (strict) inductive limit

topology. D(', the dual of % is equipped with the weak star topology so

(3(')' = % In this topology a net S, converges to 5 in D(' if and only if

<5„<i>> -» <5,<i>> for all <f> E %
For ^ G Co°(ß) we associate the element of J(' given by SK3 <p r-» (<J>,u/)a.

Thus Co°(fi) is imbedded in 3('.

Lemma. Co°(ß) is dense in J('.

Proof. Suppose <p G iD(')' annihilates Co°(ß). Then <í> G I^and <b(\p) = <i//,<p>

for $ E X. Thus 0 = <tf-,<p> = (<p,ii>)Q for all ^ G C0°°(ß). The fundamental

lemma of the calculus of variations yields <{> = 0.   D

Definition. For $ G i>\" a distribution m G 2>'((0, F) X ß) is a solution of (5.1)

if (5.2) holds.

Theorem 5.1. For any $£ü¡" there is a unique solution o/(5.1). In addition, the

map $ -* u is a continuous map of 2(' into 2i'((0, F) X ß) (both spaces with weak

star topology).

Proof. Uniqueness. If ux and u2 are solutions then 0 = <Mi — M2,F>(0r)xa for all

test functions F so m, = u2.

Existence. The map F i-»" <t/f(0), d>>0 defines a linear functional u which

satisfies (5.2). All we need to show is the continuity of u. If F„ -* 0 in

2>((0, F) X ß) then vFn(0) -* 0 in I^by our differentiability results and finiteness

of propagation speed for L*, N*. Therefore, u(F„) = <t/fB(0),dJ>> -» 0 showing

that m is a distribution.
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Continuous dependence. Suppose $„ is a net converging to zero in 3(' and u, are

the corresponding solutions. For any F E 2>((0, T) X 0), <h,,F> = (,vF(Q),<¡>,}

-> 0 so u, -* 0 in 2>'((0, r) X fi).   D

Since the solution u is viewed as a state evolving in time, regularity results

asserting continuity in time are expected. In fact, we will show (Corollary 5.3)

that h is continuous on [0,T] with values in 2>'(fi). First we give precise regularity

results when $ is restricted to lie in certain Hubert spaces defined by "negative

norms."

For j a nonnegative integer let A"(») = {/ e //'(fi): /satisfies (5.3)}. K'(t) is

a closed linear subspace of //'(fi) so it is a Hubert space with norm || ||Jj0. Let

K~'(t) = (K'(t))' be the dual of K'(t). For <f> e C^fi) we associate the

functional A"(») 3 x •"* (x.'iOö- By this correspondence 2i(fi) is densely imbed-

ded in K~'(t). Define C^T](K~s(t)) to be the completion of C(ô)([0, T] X fi) in the

norm supo<,<rll>Kf)llK-'(»)- We think of C^T](K~s(t)) as continuous functions of t

whose value at time t is in A"'(») for 0 < t < T. Since the norm in C[0,r](A'~*(»))

dominates that of C([0, T]; //~'(fi)) we conclude that if un -> u in Cl0J](K~s(t))

then h„ -» h in 2>'((0, T) X fi).

Theorem 5.2. For $ E K~'(0) the solution u of (5.1) « »ti Cl0iT](K~'(t)) and

(5.4) sup \\u(t)\\K-,(l) < c\\Q\\K-m
0<l<T

with c independent of <ï>.

Proof. First we prove inequality (5.4) for the solutions of (5.1) with h(0)

E 2s(fi). For ^ E Ks(t) let v be the solution of

L*v = 0 in [0, /] X fi,       v EN* in [0, »] X 3fi,       v(t) = *.

Then (u(t),v(t))a = (u(0),v(0))a so |(h(»),¥)a| < IKOJIUIMO)!!*-^). Theorem
3.1 shows ||f(0)||Jja < c||y(»)||Jja, so

|(H(»),*)a|<c||H(0)|U-,{0)||^||Jia

which proves that ||h(»)||j<-.w < cIMO)!!^-»^)- The proof is completed by choosing

<f>„ E 2<fi) with <¡>„ -* d> E K's(0) (in particular <>„ -+ 4> in 3(') and letting h„

be the solution of (5.1) with data </>„. Then u„ is Cauchy in C[0iT\(K~'(t)) and

u„ -> h in 2>'((0, T) X fi) so h„ -* h in Cl0tT\(K~'(t)).   D

Definition, u E 2>'((0, T) X fi) is a continuous function on [0,7] wifA i>a/Hes »/»

2/(8) if for all ^ e 2>(fi) the distribution [h,uV] E <b'((0,T)) defined by

2>((0, T)) 3 <p h» <h, <#H/<>(0>T.)xa is a continuous function on [0,7].

Corollary 53. The solution u of Theorem 5.1 is a continuous function on [0, T] with

values in 2>'(fi).

Proof. For \p E 2>(fi) choose R with supp yp C {x E fi: |jc| < R) = fiÄ and

let N be an integer such that N > R + a7 with a as in Definition 5.1. The norms
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II \\s¡a define the topology on D(N (Sobolev lemma), so for $ G D(' there is an

integer s > 0 with |<<í>,<í>>t¡| < c||<p||Ji0 for all <p G D(N. The Hahn-Banach

theorem shows that there is $ G A_s(0) with $ = $ on D(N. If m is a solution

of (5.1) with initial data $, we have m = m on (0, F) X ßR (finite speed for L, N).

Therefore

<w,<í>4'>(o.r)xa = <".<P'/'>(o,r)xo = J0  $it)<fi(i),$)adt,

so [m, i/-] is the continuous function (fi(t), i//>0. D

The above argument actually shows that u is C°° with values in !2s'(ß). Also if

G and A do not depend on time it proves that u is C°° with values in 3('.

6. Applications to quasilinear mixed problems. We sketch the proof of a local

(in time) existence theorem for quasilinear mixed problems of the form

3,m = 2 Aj(t,x,u)djU + B(t,x,u)u + F,

(6.1) M(t,x,u)u = 0   for*G3ß,

ui0,x) = /(*).

It is well known that classical solutions may not exist for all time. As in the linear

case the arguments may be extended to cover inhomogeneous boundary condi-

tions and higher order quasilinear equations.

It is assumed that if m is a smooth function with |m(í,x) — f(x)\ sufficiently

small then the linear problem with coefficients Aj(t,x,u(t,x)), B(t,x,u(t,x)),

M(t,x,u(t,x)) satisfies inequalities (1.2), (1.3) for 0 < t < T. The solution to

(6.1) is obtained as the limit of functions m„ where u0(t,x) = f(x) and

3,wn = 2 Aj(t,x,u„_x)djUn + B(t,x,un-X)un + F,

(6.2) M(t,x,u„_x)un = 0   for* G 3ß,

u„(0,x) = fix).

To carry out this iteration scheme it is necessary for u„.x to be smooth for all n

and for |mb_i(/,.x) - f(x)\ to be small so that the linear problem (6.2) is well set.

The smoothness of m„_i is assured if certain compatibility conditions are satisfied

and |j t/„_i (/) -/|| will be small provided we seek solutions in a thin strip

0 < t < 8.
A remark about the compatibility conditions is needed. Definition 1.4 of the^

and the compatibility conditions (1.5) must be modified to take into account the

fact that Aj, B, and M depend on u. When this is done the fp are determined by

Fand the x derivatives off, Aj, and B at t = 0. In problem (6.2) these values do

not depend on n since mb(0) = / is independent of n. Thus, 2 0p/p}-)fP is the
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Taylor series in time of u„ for all ti and also the Taylor series for the solution u

of (6.1) (assuming it exists). It follows that the compatibility conditions for the

problem (6.1) which assert the vanishing of the first Taylor coefficients of

M(t,x,u(t,x))u and for (6.2) which assert the vanishing of Taylor coefficients of

M(t,x,u„-X(t,x))u„ are the same conditions. Consequently, if we assume that

these compatibility conditions on /, F hold up to order s then for each ti

compatibility conditions up to order s will be satisfied for (6.2). If i is sufficiently

large this assures the smoothness of u„. A complete proof that the above scheme

leads to a solution of (6.1) will be given at a later date.

7. Remarks on the necessity of the compatibility conditions. The necessity part

of Theorem 3.1 may be strengthened somewhat.

Theorem 7.1. Let f E X2(ü), F E //'([O, T] X fi) and suppose the solution u to

(2.2) belongs to C((0,7];//'(fi)). Then either f E //'(fi) and the compatibility

conditions (1.5) hold (with g = 0) or \\u(t)\\,a -* oo as t -» 0.

Remark 7.1. In the proof we shall need the following fact. Let X and Y be

Banach spaces, {h*} be a sequence in X which converges weakly to u, and {Tk} be

a sequence in B(X, Y) which converges to Tin the norm of B(X, Y). Then Tkuk

converges to Tu weakly in Y.

Proof of Theorem 7.1. Arguing as in the introduction, we see that the equation

3,h = Gu + F implies df u E C((0, T); Hs~p(ü)) for 0 < p < s and we may

write dpu(t) = Bp(t)u(t) + Ep(t)F, 0 < t < T, where Bp(t) and Ep(t), respective-

ly, are bounded operators from //'(fi) and //'([O, T] x fi) into //'"'(fi) and the

maps t -* Bp(t) and t -> Ep(t) are continuous on [0,7"] to B(H'(fi),HS~P(fi)) and

B(Hs([0,T]xÇl),Hs~p(Çl)), respectively. Differentiating the boundary condi-

tions, Mu = 0, p times with respect to », one obtains a relation of the form

Cp(t)u(t) = Kp(t)F, 0 < t < T, 0 < p < s - Ï, where Cp(t) and Kp(t),

respectively, are bounded operators from //'(fi) and Hs([0,T] X fi) into

Z/'-^1(38) and the maps » -* Cp(t) and t -* Kp(t) are continuous on [0,7]

to B(H'(Q),H'-p-}(dQ)) and B(Hs([0,T] X fi), //'-p-'(38)), respectively. For

/ E //'(fi) the compatibility conditions (1.5) (with g = 0) can be written as

(7.1) Cp(0)f = Kp(0)F,       0 < p < s - 1.

Suppose lim inf,^ollM(OIL,a < °°- Then there is a sequence tk —* 0 such that

"* — "('*) converges weakly in //'(fi). By Proposition 2.1, uk converges to /in

-£"2(8). So f E //'(fi) and uk converges to / weakly in //'(fi). According to

Remark 7.1, Cp(tk)uk converges to Cp(0)f weakly in //'-*-'(38). Since Kp(tk)F

-» Kp(0)F in //'->-'(3fi), we conclude that (7.1) holds.   D

Example. Let fi = [0, oo), <b E C^(Q) and <i>(0) ^ 0. Then f(x) = xll2<p(x)

belongs to _£2(fi) but not to //'(fi)- The solution to the mixed problem

3, h - 3* h = 0,  » > 0,  x > 0,  h  free  for x = 0,  h(0, x) = f(x),  is  u(t, x)
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= f(t + x). This shows that it is possible for the solution u of (2.2) to belong to

C((0, T]; HX(Q)) even when/ G /7'(ß).

Theorem 7.1 can be strengthened if the mixed problem is reversible. This means

that inequalities of that form (1.2) and (1.3) hold not only for L, but also with L

replaced by -3, — G. This implies that uitx ) depends continuously on m(/0) for

tx < t0 as well as tx > t0, and it is possible to solve these mixed problems with

time running backward with Theorem 3.1 still holding. For simplicity we state

the following theorem with s = 1 and F = 0, but it may be extended to s > 1

and F # 0.

Theorem 7.2. Suppose the mixed problem (2.2) is reversible and f E -£2(ß).

Suppose the solution to (2.2) with F = 0 has the property that for some t0 E [0, T]

one has u(t0) E HX(Q) and M(t0)u(t0) = 0. Thenf E HX(Q) and M(0)f = 0.

Proof. This m is also the solution to the mixed problem (with time running

backward) Lm' = 0 on [0,f0] X ß, Mu' = 0 on [0,f0] * 3ß, with "initial value"

u'(tQ) = m(/0) prescribed at t = f0. It follows from Theorem 3.1 that u E

C([0, T]i H](Q)) and M(t)u(t) = 0 for 0 < t < t0. Taking t = 0, we obtain the

conclusion of the theorem.   D
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